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Mengfali,a famous massage product manufacturer ,being listed at the top 1 
massager exporter in China in the past many years,successfully became a public 
company in 2011.With the new changes in the macroscopic environment after 2008,the 
foreign exchange rate and raw material cost increased quickly.Therefore,all profitability 
index of Mengfali kept going down,the company’s net profit rate in 2012 was less than 
2%,far behind the 20% of the Singapore public company OSIM international, who also 
manufactures and markets the similar massage products in Asia.What’s the reason for 
this big difference? 
The paper wants to identify the difference and gaps between the two companies 
and puts forward some suggestions for Mengfali in product strategy and financial 
strategy.The data mainly comes from the annual reports from 2008 to 2012 of the two 
companies.Some data comes from the Chinese Customs export statistics.The ways and 
means for macroscopic research are PEST analysis,for Industrial environment research 
is the Five-strength model analysis,for financial policies and performance research are 
the financial index system ratio analysis and 3D analysis to the financial 
statements,also the financial strategy matrix analysis.Last,the paper also uses the 
competence advantage analysis measure to research the basic information between the 
two companies. 
Based on above analysis,the paper comes out below conclusions:firstly,in view of 
product strategy,OSIM has more richful product lines,enjoys more added value due to 
famous brands.Mengfali has less product lines,mainly the small size massage products 
sold at low price.Secondly,in view of financial performance,Mengfali has worse 
performance than OSIM in profitablility,assets operation efficiency,debts management 
ability and cash creation ability etc.Mengfali need to learn from her competitor 
OSIM.Thirdly,in view of financial strategy matrix,4 years EVA of OSIM are positive 
numbers while most of those for Mengfali are negative .OSIM shows better OPM 
strategy than Mengfali.Judging from the five aspects of the profitability,cash creating 
ability,risk,value creativity and growing capability,Mengfali is not as good as OSIM. 
Finally,considering the macroeconomic environment and industry environment of 















shall take use of the IPO capital for reasonable investment,in order to increase the 
ROE.Mengfali shall expedite the capital turnover ratio and brand building speed to 
increase the profitability.Mengfali shall also enhance her OPM strategy,shall reduce the 
financial risk level,enhance the cost control ability to lower the cost,thus to create more 
cash flow.Secondly,in the product aspect,Mengfali shall change her product 
structure,expand the production capability for high value massage chairs to occupy 
more markets. At the same time, Mengfali shall expedite the R&D of new products to 
gain more added value, thus to increase the sales profit and enhance her value 
creativity.Last, Mengfali shall enrich her product lines, to develop the core products in 
the “big-health industry”, thus to catch hold of the new opportunity of air pollution 
treatment, long-distance diagnosis and treat etc to develop the healthcare exercising 
products, air purifiers and intelligent furniture and so on. 
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费物价水平迅速上升，企业用工成本激增。据统计，2010 年 11 月，中国国内消费
物价指数（CPI）同比涨幅达到 5.1%，工业品出厂价格指数（PPI）同比涨幅达到 6.1%。
新《劳动法》的推出，加大了对劳动者利益保护的同时，对劳动密集型企业来而言，
招聘及解雇成本也大幅增加了。国外，2010 年 11 月，美联储推出了“量化宽松”
货币政策，除了把利率保持在接近于 0 的水平外，还鼓励银行向消费者和企业发放
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